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Introduction
BIM 360 Design is Autodesk’s new AEC cloud brand & project delivery platform. The unified
BIM 360 solution aggregates the data and provides transparency to project stakeholders
making everyone more accountable and improving visibility in real time.
This delivery platform also tremendously helps the “tridirectionally” structural data exchange
between Revit, Robot and Advance Steel.

Objectives

• BIM 360 Design - Best Practices (What we have learned)

• BIM 360 Design Test Drive by James KM Chen Architects
• Revit – RSA - Advance Steel – Dynamo Workflow Demo

• Q&A
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BENEFITS “FASTER, MORE EFFICIENT REVIT COLLABORATION”
▪ Controlled work-sharing across teams
▪ Reduce internal server and IT costs
▪ Coordination with remote staff
▪ Reduce re-work with trackable project activity and file version history
▪ Perform design review with stakeholders
▪ Streamlined inclusion of subconsultants
▪ Access your project data anytime, anywhere

Best Practices (What we have learned)
• PROJECT NAME
• [PROJECT NUMBER] – [PROJECT NAME] – [REVIT VERSION] 1890000-00 – ABC HOTEL – R18
• MODEL PLACEHOLDER
• AUTODESK DESKTOP CONNECTOR (ADC)
• CAVEATS/CONCERN WITH ADC (AUTODESK DESKTOP
CONNECTOR)
• MEMBERSHIP ROLES
• REMOVE THE BAD LINKING HABITS
• BIM 360 TEAM COMMUNICATOR (NOT SUPPORTED)
• WHERE HAS ALL MY HARD DRIVE SPACE GONE?
• DATA IN THE MODEL IS CORRUPT
• IS THE BIM 360 DOWN?
• BIM 360 DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT FOR INTERNAL TEAMS

BIM360 Project Names
• The issue I have always had with C4R and now with Design Collaboration is that you cannot access the project through
Revit unless you are using the correct version of Revit.
• So if you need to do any model management though Revit (such as Publish, or Relinquish) or simply to open the model,
you need to know the version of Revit to open first, because once a model is saved into the Collaboration service (Classic
C4R or Design Collaboration) it is now only accessible by that version of Revit.

• This also causes issues with users trying to open the

model though Revit, they tend to believe they are not
invited to the project or they do not have
the appropriate Entitlement because they cannot
see the project though Revit when opening,

simply because they are not in the right version of Revit.

BIM360 Project Names
• So, with that said, We include the Revit in the project name, in our case we use:

[PROJECT NUMBER] – [PROJECT NAME] – [REVIT VERSION]
189-0000-00 – ABC HOTEL – R18
• This way if someone needs to access the model, they immediately know the version to use (for opening the model or to
do model management through Revit)
• Some other naming conventions we tend to
use is also adding the version on the end of
the model file as well XXX-R18, this helps

enforce the version to use (when exporting
out of BIM360, or when using the
Autodesk Desktop Connector)

Model Placeholder
• As I mentioned above, the BIM360 project is only accessible by that version of Revit, BUT
• When you first create a BIM360 project, that project is in VERSION LIMBO until it is imprinted to a version of
Revit, once a model is saved to the BIM360 project site, that project is then imprinted to that version of Revit and

CANNOT be changed (you have to use the upgrade project through Revit, which is another topic for another day).
• Before a model is saved to that project, that limbo project runs the risk of someone saving the wrong version of Revit to
that limbo project site, so if the project was intended to be a BIM360 Design Collaboration project for Revit 2018, but
then a user saves a Revit 2019 model, that project is now imprinted for Revit 2019 model files (Oh No).
• So what we tend to do is create a BIM360 project (Example 999-99999 – ABC Hotel – R18), then before we invite anyone
else to the Project site, we save a blank placeholder model for the intended version of Revit PLACEHOLDER – R18.RVT,
this way there is no possibility of having the wrong version of Revit saved to the project and being imprinted incorrectly.
• This is a larger issue with Classic C4R as it can have Revit 2015-2018 projects, less of a concern right now with Design
Collaboration (2018.3 – 2019), but will eventually be an issue as time goes on.

Autodesk Desktop Connector (ADC)
• The ADC has been a great addition to the BIM360 environment, it not only allows you to connect AutoCAD files that are
located in BIM360 into your models, but also allows you to connect other Revit models that are not authored on BIM360
environment (Revit 2018 and higher), that are not Live models (more like static files)
• The issue with Classic C4R was for model collaboration to work, everyone needed to be all in, all consultants sharing their
models on the cloud. That means they had to pay for that BIM360 Design Collaboration entitlement, and this is where a
lot of consultants opted out (you had to do workarounds to have the consultant model in BIM 360)
• This is where the ADC can help with Revit 2018 and above, allowing consultants to add their models in a BIM360

ecosystem without having to pay for Design Collaboration Entitlement (and no workarounds), I believe they will still
require BIM360 Document Management seats/licenses assigned to them in order to use the ADC
o Document Management entitlement is considerably less costly then Design Collaboration entitlement

• DID YOU KNOW:
o Did you know you can now Drag and Drop an Empty Folder structure into the ADC to create all your folders

Autodesk Desktop Connector (ADC)
CAVEATS/CONCERN WITH ADC
• The ADC is there to allow teams to drop a model there for others to link to (or simply access), this is more of an
unmanaged model file (or static model, not a live model), it is not intended to save and work directly though the ADC.

• It’s not intended to work directly from the ADC and save back to it, if this is done (for Central or even non-workshared
models) you will get the typical backup files created in your ADC area and in your BIM360 site (Ugly)

Autodesk Desktop Connector (ADC)
CAVEATS/CONCERN WITH ADC
• Something to be aware of with Models in ADC, if someone opens a model though the ADC, it will create the standard
Central backup files (the ones that generally appear on Local servers) or the standard non-workshare backup files

(Project1.0001.rvt)
• Sorry, there is no way to avoid the file bloating/backup issue.
• So, in a nutshell, never open a model directly from within
the ADC, instead work on the model from within your own

network (or workstation) and copy the updated model
into the ADC or uploaded it to the BIM360 Project website.
• If you keep the file’s name the same, then the BIM360
versioning (V2, V3, V4…) will kick in as well.

Membership Roles
• When creating and adding Members, we have found that using just the companies (instead of Roles) allows for more
permission flexibility then using Roles, simple because you can create your own company’s, but the Roles are fixed and
we have found them to vague (Autodesk is working to change this in the near future to allow us role creation)

ASSIGNING PERMISSIONS
• Engineer? Is this the Structural
Engineer, Mechanical Engineer,
Electrical Engineer???

NOTE: if you are adding members that you would consider Regulars to BIM360 projects, consider adding them in at the
Project Admin level first, this was you can assign the default Role or Default Company

Remove the bad linking habits
• We have found this more with newer users to BIM360 Cloud Environment, linking in CAD and Revit models to your local
LAN instead of placing the model/cad file on BIM360 and linking them to the cloud (ADC)
• This will generally not be a problem if all team members are working on a BIM360 project and happen to be in the same
office (on the same LAN and have the same drive mapping)

Remove the bad linking habits
• BUT if you have others that need to work on this model and do not have the same drive mapping
o OR
• They are on your network but are in a different office and all the above links need to be then pulled over the WAN

o Gees this BIM360 thing is really slow
• Team members can have a bad experience working models with these lining habits.
• So, if your team is distributed and working on the same model, I suggest placing the model links in BIM360 and link to
them from there, do the same for CAD files, and utilize the ADC for lining those files

BIM 360 Team Communicator
(Not Supported)

Thought I would mention this
because it had some nice features,
the Communicator is no longer
support in Revit 2019 and above.

Where has all my hard drive space gone?
AH, THE BIG MYSTERY
• The other discovery we have had found working with Cloud Services, especially BIM360 Collaboration for Revit (Classic or
Nextgen) is we are quickly running out of local hard drive space
• We (as an WSP standard) have moved to SSD hard drives for better efficiencies, but the tradeoff is the SSD are generally
smaller, and when working with Collaboration for Revit, all files you work on (including linked models) need to be
downloaded to your local C:\ drive.
• So if you are a team member that works on many projects and your model files are huge and has many linked files, you
will start consuming local hard drive space FAST
• Not sure how we will deal with Point Clouds if they are stored in BIM360 (Cached)???

BEFORE YOU ASK
There is no way (easy way) of changing the location of where a local model file gets changes on your local c:\ drive

Note: here is a workaround on how to change the Reference to where cached files go
https://forums.autodesk.com/t5/revit-cloud-worksharing-forum/hard-disk-when-use-c4r/td-p/6494036

Where has all my hard drive space gone?
Location of Local Cached Revit files:
%LOCALAPPDATA%\Autodesk\Revit\Autodesk Revit ####\CollaborationCache
C:\Users\joe.sam\AppData\Local\Autodesk\Revit\Autodesk Revit 2018\CollaborationCache

NOTE: Older versions of C4R stored the PACCache in “ \ \PACCache\ ”

RUNNING OUT OF SPACE
• You will need to peruse to your Local Collaboration Cache folder and start deleting folders/files, BUT
The files are all obfuscated, so you will not know
what files or folders to delete (or related to what

project)

Where has all my hard drive space gone?
• To figure what file/folder belongs to what BIM360 project, you will have a
look put your detective hat on and look through your Journal files to
discover this, someone does not want you messing with these files
• To figure what file/folder belongs to what BIM360 project, you will have a look put your detective hat on and look through your
Journal files to discover this (someone does not want you messing with these files)

I have reached out to Autodesk to help manage this issue (its on their list) to either give us the ability to control where cached files go
but I think this is a larger systemic issue and I think they need to supply an application to help us manage all cached cloud data for all
the cloud services in general.

Decipher the Journal
BIM360 Project Name
Model Name

' 1:< ModelPath Created: Is server path = True, Central server =
"https://model15.skyscraper.autodesk.com:443/ModelService2015/ModelService.svc/basichttpbuffer", Path =
"CLD:\\{abf725ec-834c-4005-ba15-ae71f5e2fbe6}WSP%20-%20Webinar\
{11ce5534-bcbb-476e-aa6e-52406bc69752}Architectural_R18.rvt"

Where has all my hard drive space gone?
• In the meantime, we have developed our own
application to help manage local BIM360
cached files.

NOTE
If you do decide to delete your cached models,
the next time you open that BIM360 project,
the models (and model links) will have to be
re-cached, like the first time you opened the
model.

Data in the model is Corrupt
• So, since we just finished talking about clearing cache, you will also
need to clear your cache from time to time if you receive the
Corrupted error message when opening or saving a BIM360 model
• You will know this is the case when you talk with other team
members that are working with the same workshared model and
they DO NOT have the same issues, probably means the model (or a
linked model) is corrupt

Data in the model is Corrupt
• In this case delete that cache and try re-opening, 90% of the time this does the trick, otherwise you will need to access your Versions
though the Manage Cloud Model though Revit

Recover the model
• if the central model is corrupt and there is no saving it, you can consider restoring from BIM360 Backups (in Revit > Collaborate >
Manage Cloud Models )

Recover the model
• Also, if you publish your models frequently, you could also download a copy from the BIM360 Docs and see if its corrupt (if its not can
make that the new central)

Service is down
• If you do receive a message like this, this generally means that the BIM360 service (BIM 360 Document Management, or BIM 360
Design Collaboration is down)
• If you are a BIM Manager for a large firm and you are the goto person, do yourself a favor and have all your BIM360 users signup for
the Health Dashboard notification so you don’t get the 100 of emails asking if the service is down, and if its back up
• https://health.autodesk.com/

BIM 360 Document Management for Internal Teams
• We have been using BIM 360 Docs for design collaboration without the BIM 360 Design Collaboration module turned on
• We do this for internal teams on BIM 360 projects
• So for instance if we need to design collaborate with WSP Structure, WSP Mechanical, WSP Electrical teams on a BIM 360 project, we will create

a BIM 360 Document Management project alone with no other modules.
• This allows us the ease of setup and administration for a design team, this is a very similar setup of what
we had in classic C4R Team projects, BUT with the addition of Managed Access (where Classic C4R/BIM360 Team is a
High Trust access)

o So you can control the other internal teams to only have view access (they cant open your model or
cannot access the model though ‘Manage Cloud Models’ in Revit)
• With this workflow only using just the Document Management module, gives us Live linking,
again what we had when using classic C4R

o Live linking: There is no need to publish models through Revit (Manage Cloud Models)
▪ You would publish if you want to show that version of your model on the Docs site
• For internal teams, they don’t need to create package and consume packages and they would
not be adding in external consultants that want to do that as well

• You still have to have BIM 360 Design entitlement for each user by the way

BIM 360 Design Test Drive
Developed by Grosvenor . Architectural design by James Cheng Architects. Interior design by James Cheng Architects & Mitchell Freedland Design

BIM 360 Design
Test Drive
• Why were we interested in a Test Drive?
• How do we like/dislike BIM 360 Design?
And why?

BIM 360 Design
Test Drive
• Will we use BIM 360 Design in our firm?
• Why did we want to see BIM 360 Workflow
for Structure Engineering and Detailing?

DEMO FEATURES
A QUICK OVERVIEW OF REVIT – ROBOT – ADVANCE
STEEL – DYNAMO – BIM 360 DESIGN

• LINKS REVIT STRUCTURE MODEL TO RSA AND AVANCE STEEL
• REGIONAL CODE CHECK & OPTIMIZATION WITH ROBOT STRUCTURE
ANALYSIS
• ADVANCE STEEL FOR CONNECTION DESIGN & DETAILING
• DYNAMO USAGE
• BIM 360 DESIGN PLATFORM - SINGLE SOURCE OF TRUTH

Revit – RSA - Advance Steel – Dynamo Workflow Demo

BIM 360 DESIGN

RECOMENED PAST AND CURENT AU SESSIONS

FOR MORE IN-DEPTH RSA, ADVANCE STEEL, BIM 360 DESIGN, CHECK OUT THESE SESSIONS :
• Integration Robot Structural Analysis Professional with Advance Steel AU 2015 – By Artur Kosakowski
• Producing Accurate Fabrication Documents for Miscellaneous Steel Using Advance Steel (2014) – By David Naylor
• Up and Running with Advance Steel – By Deepak Maini
• BES219753-L - More Dynamo for Structure – By Marcello Sgambelluri - Masha Pekurovsky - John Pierson - Mercedes Carriquiry
• ENR227371 - Owner Feedback in the Clouds – By Patrick Flora

EXPERT

HELP
IS HERE
Get help for training, software development,
customization, and more.

SolidCAD
is an approved provider on the
Autodesk Services Marketplace
servicesmarketplace.autodesk.com/provider/public/
solidcad
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SOLIDCAD
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IS MEMBER OF:

THE AUTODESK SERVICES MARKETPLACE
FORGE SIS
PLATINUM VARS
EXPERT ELITES
THE STRATEGIC PROVIDER PROGRAM.

The Services Marketplace team will be headquartered at the
Answer Bar in the exhibit hall throughout AU

Questions
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